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The Question

PIDs are currently used:

• for publications (ex: CrossRef)
• within archives and libraries
• as a tool for primary scientific data (World Data Center for 
Climate)
• in a variety of other ways

What benefits can PIDs bring to the types of data that the 
MPI-CBG generates?



Outline

1) MPI-CBG Data “Objects” and Examples

2) Current State of Data Handling and Software 
within the MPI-CBG

3) Benefits from PIDs and potential applications 
and questions



Types of Data “Objects” Gathered

Microscopy Data - Fluorescent, Confocal, High-Throughput 
Screening, Electron Microscopy

Other Image Data - Protein Blots, Electrophoresis Gels, 
etc.

Sequence Data - DNA Sequencing Results

Mass Spec Data- Spectra and Numerical Data Files

Protocols and Methods

The MPI-CBG is heavily focused on microscopy and 
imaging which accounts for 95% of our data by volume



MPI-CBG Data Example

Data Captured

Data Transferred to 
Central Storage

Data Analyzed

Data 
Questionable

Data 
Saved

Structure is managed by the scientist or research 
group - file server space allocated by project

In most / many cases data captured is an image 
or movie as a result from an experiment

Data is analyzed and evaluated, often manually

After analysis the data is deemed to be valuable, 
a failure, or the results are indeterminate.

It is often unclear for quite some time after 
capture if the data has meaning or value.ProcessedOften

Retained



What does the data look like?
Primary Data

In Zeiss LSM file 
format (Zeiss Meta 
Imaging System)

Readable using the 
Zeiss software or an 
ImageJ Plugin

This image is of larval 
tissue of a fruit fly and 
shows the expression 
of the Dally protein in 
green and lipoprotein 
in red.  

Dally is 
overexpressed.

Christina Eugster - Eaton Lab



What does the data look like?
Primary Data

Captured using normal 
contrast microscopy

Uncompressed movie 
format

No metadata encoded 
with file on capture, 
but was manually 
added

The movie shows the 
merging of the egg 
and sperm cells and 
the first divisions of a 
C. Elegans embryo

C. Elegans Division - Hyman Lab



What does the data look like?
Primary Data

This movie shows the 
failure pattern when 
gene H04J21.3 was 
knocked down.

This pattern was 
interpreted by eye and 
was classified as a 
“Spindle Assembly” 
problem

C. Elegans Division - Hyman Lab



Analyzed using a variety of tools - Example ImageJ

Many other tools are used and generate a variety of 
files - Metamorph, MATLAB, Huygens, Definiens, 
Deltavision, etc.

Here the concentration of lipoprotein, as indicated 
by the light dots, is being examined and plotted.

What does the data look like?
Analysis of Data



Data Captured

Data Transferred to 
Central Storage

Data Analyzed

Data 
Invalid

Data 
Saved

ProcessedOften
Retained

What does the data look like?
Experimental Repeats

Repetition for:
Confirmation / Statistics
Image Quality

Change of:
Experimental Conditions
Protocol
Capture Method

Approach
Abandoned



What does the data look like?
Figures and Publication

Multiple experiments and 
primary data sets come 
together for a single 
publication figure.

Here the concentrations of 
several proteins are being 
shown side by side.



Complications

Protocols change, sometimes with
every repetition

A proper (and complete) description
must be bound to each data set or
the data is uninterpretable



Image courtesy of Tecan Group Ltd.

Screening Data

Automation of Data Generation:

• Simplifies protocol data as one protocol is used for each sample

• Produces millions of image and analysis results

• Data collection is automated

• Analysis may be automated



Screening Example - Genome Wide Screen

Data Capture

Analysis

Interpretation

19.1 TB of Image Data (tiff), over 2,000,000 
images

Thousands of computer hours were used to 
generate numerical analysis

Much of the data still human interpreted based
on the numerical analysis

Analysis is only as good as the image 
processing tools used

Human interpretation is based on current 
knowledge and limited by human 
perception.



Data Summary

Experimental Data Screening Data Protocols and Methods

Generated by a specific protocol

Meant to answer a single question

May not have additional 
information

Generally is image or movie data

Analysis generates numerical data

Almost always repeated, 
sometimes with protocol changes

Lipoprotein Distribution - Eaton Lab

Before going to screening the 
protocol must be locked

Experimentation is automated

Analysis is computationally 
intensive

Still usually requires human 
interpretation

Is likely to be useful for future 
reanalysis

A protocol is linked to an 
experiment, or to a screen

The format of the protocols kept 
varies highly

Experimental data is only 
meaningful in combination with the 
protocol

Protocols themselves have value 
as they teach methods to scientists

GWS Imaging - Zerial Lab Staining Protocol - Eaton Lab



Data Summary

Data within the MPI-CBG is captured and 
organized in many ways.  

Before we can present primary data to the world 
we must improve our own internal data handling.

Data within the building must be consistent, 
uniquely identified, and associated with the 
metadata.

If PIDs are ready for us, are we ready for them?



Current Efforts

Improvement of internal standards

Professionalization of software development for 
data management (including internal metadata 
and identifiers)

Data management migrating out of individual 
non-standard efforts towards standards-compliant 
systems provided by a central software 
development group

Formation of an image processing and analysis 
facility to provide central know-how and tools



Current Efforts

Specific “display” database systems provide 
access to information for a given screen or 
publication when this is considered necessary

Data management systems are being created to 
assist with information flow and experiment 
management

Protocols are currently managed by wiki, in a 
simple database system, or manually, depending 
on group.  Plans exist to standardize format, 
structure, and location of these protocols.









The questions then become- 

What role can and should PIDs play in our environment 
as we move towards internal standardization?

What role should they play in our distribution of data to 
a wider audience?

PID Questions



• Granularity - At what level should a dataset be given a PID?

• Timing - When in the data life cycle should a dataset be given a 
PID?  What do you do with multiple versions?

• Access - Should data at preliminary stages be accessible to the 
world or even to other internal groups?  What should be done to 
address data privacy concerns, and data privacy requirements that vary 
over time?

•Data Lockdown - After a PID is assigned, how much can the data 
be changed?

• Metadata - What information should be associated with our PIDs, 
and are these schemas already existing or do we have to invent them?

PID Questions



Internal Search Tool

Scientist Commits Data

Initially released internally
Data is tagged with metadata 

Results must be published
or the group must explicitly
release the data to the world

Internal Search System

External Search System

Data goes to external search
and publication system

Data is tagged with a PID (DOI?)

Internal metadata should already
conform to standard

Scientist controls timing of original release





World Access

Publication Drill-Down
Publication

Figure

Analyzed Data

Primary Data

A scientist reading a publication has access to the primary 
data and can verify the correctness of the publication



Archiving and Data Loss

Scientist arrives at the MPI-CBG
(Student, Post-Doc)

Scientist gets project space 
uses it to store data

Scientist leaves, transfers some
data and knowledge to the group

Project space is closed
Data is transferred to tape

All significant data is stored but
is practically “unrecoverable”



Conclusion

Benefits

Screening Data has the potential for future data mining to yield significant gain

Linking analyzed and primary data to publications allows greater transparency and 
validation of scientific work

Successful metadata binding to experimental data prevents data loss, allows greater 
reuse, and easier automated data mining

PIDs allow easier reuse of data at a later point, greater compatibility/interoperability 
with other systems and potentially other organizations with related data.

Difficulties

It is difficult to determine at what granularity and when to assign PIDs.  This for us 
will require significant work on data organization structure.

We have only light experience with PIDs as a concept in-house at the moment.

Any system requiring the addition of metadata to primary research results must be 
extraordinarily easy to use or the research scientist won’t use it

Resources and funding within the MPI-CBG for such projects is difficult to obtain as 
the software facility and development resources are stretched with existing load.



Conclusion

The MPI-CBG is currently solidifying its internal data 
structures.

Until these structures are solid, its difficult to expand to 
greater world release of digital data through PIDs

The concept of PIDs and the associated metadata 
seems to have potential benefits for they types of data 
the MPI-CBG handles

The MPI-CBG will revisit the concept of PIDs as it’s 
software development progresses and appreciate 
feedback from the community.

Its likely there are tools and resources available that we 
are unaware of



Thanks!
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